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Refraction 

5:11 am  
(heb elkanah: god has created) 
(grk anoteros: higher, to a more honorable place- above)  

Definition of Refraction: the phenomenon of light from a direct source, passing through one medium to 
another, redirecting the light. 

Genesis 1:3 Then God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light.  And God saw the light, that it was 
good; and God divided the light from the darkness. 

John 8:11-13 Then Jesus spoke to them again, saying,"I  am the light of the world.  He who follows Me 
shall not walk in darkness, but have the light of life." 

Matt 5:14-16 You are the light of the world.  A city that is set on a hill cannot be hidden.  Not under a 
basket, but on a lamp stand, and it gives light to all who are in the house. Let your light so shine before 
men, that they may see your good works and glorify your Father in heaven. 

🔆  
Refraction 
I AM the Light of the World.  1

I Created Light.  2

Be My Light.  3

Light allows all sorts of things to occur on the earth. 
It is essential for plant growth— 
 Which provides food &  purifies your air. 
It helps humans to avoid depression. 
Light has essential vitamins for bone health & calcium management in the body. 
Light allows you to see color— 
 The full spectrum of My Rainbow. 

But there are a number of things that Light does that no one knows about—  
Because the earth has truly never been without it.  



In the sense of the soul— 
 Light brings hope & shines Truth on the darkness. 
Light is an essential element of Truth— 
 It allows the difference between right & wrong to be seen. 
 It allows reality to be seen— 
  Full darkness makes hidden what truly exists. 
To shine light in the darkness allows things unseen to be seen clearly. 

People use flashlights to guide their path in the dark— Why? 
 Because it shows the reality of what is there.  
 It allows for safety. 
 It gives a way to clarify one’s surroundings so a person can avoid— 
  Pain, 
  Falling, 
  Bumping into things, etc. 
Light brings clarity to what could not otherwise be very scary.  4

Jesus, My Son, told the world, "I AM the Light of the world." 
What does that mean? 
He brings safety— 
 Safe passage through your journey of life. 
 He brings clarity to a dark place. 
 He offers the method to traverse the earth & see what is unseen by others. 

Those without Jesus the Messiah— 
 Are like blind men groping in the dark.  5

 They are not able to see the pitfall right before them. 
 They are more likely to get hurt. 
 They are more likely to be depressed. 
 They are more likely to lack wisdom & clarity— 
  That having light allows. 
 They cannot properly see My full spectrum of Blessings. 
 They are unable to attain spiritual health. 

When a person is a Christian— 
They can take for granted the ease of life they achieve just from having the advantage 
that having Light available to clarify & give wisdom to their path. 



However— 
 Consider the life of a person in total spiritual darkness. 
Like a man in a strange place without any light at night — 6

 Can he survive? 
 Sure. 
 But, would his experience be easier with light? 
 Obviously, yes. 

When prisoners in strict prisons are very bad— 
 They put the person into an isolated cell— 
 Devoid of Light. 
 A precursor to hell. 
 No light is around in hell because Light is good. 

It is a difficult image in your world— 
 To think of actual darkness. 

Why? 

Because I made the stars and the moon to add some light to the night. 
And men made electricity and candles  to help them have light at night. 

The blackness and a world devoid of light is hard to imagine— 
 But it will occur again. 
It will be a fearful time. 
As humanity has not seen a world without light. 
I will not allow artificial light to function. 
I will hide the moon and stars. 
It will be darker than ever known on earth. 

Why? 

Because I am going to take away that which creates Light— 
 Me & My Spirit— 
  And all of the believers— 
  The True Ones who Love Me & have come into Covenant with My Son. 
  They all have Christ Jesus, the Messiah— 
   Within them. 



This means they are spreaders of Light. 
They are not the source of of the Light— 
 But they Refract & Reflect My Light, Jesus, to others. 
The Joy and Sparkle you see in fellow Christians— 
 That you do not see in non-Christians’ eyes — 7

 That is them spreading the Light, or Jesus to the World. 
This is not something you really think about. 
It just occurs. 

But a world devoid of any light— 
 Physically or spiritually is deeply different than anything that has ever occurred. 
When I take My Own at the World Wide Rapture— 
 Be Warned! 
 I will also take My Light.  8

Utter Darkness will be left.  9

It is a precursor—  
Or a sample of what the life will be like if these wicked and rebellious people, that are 
left behind continue to not accept My Grace. 

It will feel thick and devoid of anything good. 

Just like anything in the physical & spiritual — 
 When there is a void, another thing is attracted to fill that void. 
So, as My Peace, Love, Joy, Goodness, Kindness, Salvation & Light— 
 Leave the earth, it will leave a void that the evil one has already planned to fill. 
His sinister plan is to allow his teem of demons to go and fill the void— 
 And replace all that was good with the deepest forms of evil he has at his access.  10

Fear, hate, sadness, hopelessness, anger, pain, and wickedness — 11

 Will fill the void and come upon the people. 
Psychological & Physical torment will spread aggressively fast. 

For those already deeply entrenched in evil, this sounds fine. 
 They say they welcome more evil. 
 They say they will enjoy hell. 
In their rebellion they now verbally embrace all that hell will be saddled with. 
But, even these, will be tormented beyond what they could imagine. 
They will be deeply disturbed by their choices that have brought them to this point.  12

But, those that were not evil of heart in the deepest ways, such as these— 
 But they surely rejected Me in their rebellion, pride, selfishness & stubbornness— 
 They will be horrified. 
These have not come to understand the depths of evil— 
 And they will be quickly confronted with it in full force. 



Why? 

Because with no light, only darkness can exist. 

People will be horrified when normal things like their phones, lamps, flashlights and even 
candles do not function.  13

With no way to spread light into the darkness, as they have become accustomed to— 
 This will deeply disturb them.  14

Then as demons simultaneously attack—  
 They will have no solace.  15

Some will realize that I AM truly the way out —  16

 And it will come to mind that I, the Lord God, might listen to them. 
 They will cry out to Me to see if it is too late. 
Many of these will have been exposed to Me— 
 But will have rejected Me at every chance. 
But this time devoid of light— 
 This deep thick darkness with dark & demonic spirits—  
 Will bring them to their knees. 
They WILL cry out.  17

I will send My Bright Ones to them.  18

They will share My Light & they will share My Gospel of freedom though Christ.  19

Given the tangible reality of a horrifying life without light & all that this means— 
 Including evil filling the void— 
 They will finally  submit and come to the point that they are humble & hopeful. 
These people will be rescued from the darkness. 
My Anointed — 
 Sent on their behalf will bring Light back to the world.  20

My Anointed & their teams will fight evil & darkness.  21

They will spread My Light quickly.  22

They will make safe spaces to house the ones that believe.  23

They will teach them all that is required to be in Covenant with Me through My Son Jesus.  24

As the Anointed deliver Hope & Refract My Light on the Earth. 
The Antichrist will be rising & deepening his attachment with the evil one — 25

 Who is the darkest of all. 

No one will expect the turn of events to come. 
But, the world will be getting into their new version of "normal." 
A normal never seen. 

Those who cried out to me— 



 And who were sent, My Bright Ones—  
 Will finally see the drastic difference between Light & dark. 
This will impassion them to offer the Light of Christ to others in darkness.  26

This will come at a great risk— 
 But, knowing the depth of horror that the darkness gave them— 

And contrasting that with the deep Peace, Protection & discernment they will have 
mere moments after accepting My Son— THE Light— 
They will not want to see others left suffering. 
  It will be too heavy a weight for them to bear—  
  Knowing the difference between the two ways. 

At the same time that the evil ones are hunting the humans left— 
 That are not in full acceptance of the new government & the Antichrist— 
 They will be trying to save others. 

I will send these that believe in Me, help.  27

I will send Many Anointed — 
 And some Faithful who have been highly respected in their Faith during the war, 
 To also shine My Light— 
 The Hope of Eternal Salvation— 
I will send them to more & more of what the new government will consider to be rebellious— 
 Who will not comply or assimilate into the new cities—  
 That they hoped all would willfully join. 
A Powerful stream of workers will be sent to earth— 
 In it’s darkest time— 
 To bring the Light. 
They will deliver the Hope that is found by accepting Jesus— 
 And allowing the natural course of benefits that follow in line with that relationship. 
They will receive the Holy Spirit and this fire will never leave them.  28

These believers will be intensely committed. 

Why? 

Because they will have experienced the fullness of what darkness on earth is like. 
Their experience so deep and so horrifying— 
 Not one thing could tempt them away from Me. 
They will risk their very lives to save another from the darkness. 
This is hard to understand in your lazy generation— 
 Where sharing My Words is seemingly a nuisance. 
But they will be more fierce about sharing the Gospel— 
 Than any of My Son’s disciples or even Paul. 

As this is occurring, teams of people and animals are sent to help do rescue missions, 
 And find those around the globe that have cried out—- 



 Or even those who have the hope to cry out  29

In a very short time, Our Kingdom will grow quickly.  30

There will be but a short amount of time to achieve these tasks. 

Why? 

Because simultaneously the world government will be launching the Mark of the Beast.  31

Once a person takes the Mark of the Beast, their soul is sealed for hell for eternity— 
 This cannot be reversed.  

This will be, the last divide.  32

Those that accept Me in this time will have their souls saved— 
 And they will receive the Blessed Hope of Eternal Life in Heaven.  33

Those that willfully choose— 
 And they will— 
 The ones that go and receive the Mark of the Beast will be forever changed.  34

They will love wickedness more than has ever been seen on the earth.  35

They will celebrate the deepest forms of sin. 
They will cheer on depravity, murder & violence— 
 Worse than any movie has ever depicted. 
Why? 

Because the Good restrains evil— 
 Even in the worst of men, they have a conscience. 
 At some point they all stop themselves. 
But the depths of evil for the man or woman who takes the Mark of the Beast— 
 They will be infilled with all evil and they will not have any elements of good— 
 So there will be NO restraint,  

NO respect for life itself. 
Only every selfish motive will be left and encouraged. 

These that take the Mark will also be slaves to the Antichrist. 
They will forfeit their freewill and be controllable. 

The Antichrist will know of the communities of Light. 
Those that refused him. 
He will have special abilities given to him from satan— 
 This will give him the ability to know where to look. 

Some will be on the move regularly changing locations.  36

Others hidden for a time. 
Some able to hide until the end.  37

The Antichrist’s grand hatred for anything good — 38



  Will draw him to wish to kill every hider he can find.   39

He will send ones who are dark after them. 
The Christians who are filled with Light & Joy — 40

 Will be offensive & hurtful to their pursuers— 
 Even for them to look at, their brightness being a bold truth to their darkness. 
Being devoid of anything good— 
 It will literally be painful for them. 
But they will round up as many as possible to become human sacrifice for their king— 
 The Antichrist. 

In your times, it is not believable that human sacrifice could be promoted or celebrated. 
But in this dark time, there will be unity of thought of all who have taken the Mark of the 
Beast.  41

They will cheer on violent torture and murders in public — 42

 For each of the humans to be sacrificed. 
They will willfully give of their own family— 
 Even little children or babies to be sacrificed for their king. 
This will be an honor to them. 
Their souls will be warped & beyond repair— 
 And offering up their friends and family will be a positive thing, like a civic duty. 
The horrors that man will see in this time are indescribable. 

But while the debauchery ensues— 
 And the Antichrist grows in power, from their blood — 43

I will send Special Forces— 
 Special teams of Anointed to go & round up evil people and send them to the Pit. 
One would assume that these evil people could simply live out their debaucherous life until 
their natural death & then go off to hell.  44

But, no! 
I will not allow the earth to be inhabited for long with these evils. 

I will send My Bright & Bold ones and they will have teams of Strong & Mighty ones with 
them.  45

They will test the people. 
Those filled with evil will be removed one by one and taken to hell.  

People will be disappearing from the Antichrist’s workforce one by one. 
I will keep My Special Teams invisible to him. 
He will have the power to see— 
 But he will not be able to see these Agents I send.  46

His work force will dwindle. 
His populations will dwindle. 
This will cause confusion. 



Yes, the Antichrist will reign — 47

 But not as He has been told by the evil one. 

I have many plans that will alter the evil one’s goals. 
Their success will be for but a moment. 

When the Antichrist reaches his fury — 48

 Then I will send My Son and His Army to take on the Antichrist and his Army.  49

With the Brightness of My Son — 50

 They will be instantly discombobulated. 
 Their darkness & sins revealed.  51

Our Armies will successfully remove the evil one— 
 And those that allowed him his power.  52

Then those that are left to fight, will fight with their feeble human efforts. 
The Power that our Kingdom has & the Brightness— 
  Both from Me as the source— 
 Conquering their armies, will be achieved effortlessly. 
The short age of darkness will end.  53

All in heaven & earth will rejoice!  54

All Goodness & Kindness & Pure Light will emanate from My Kingdom.  55

My Son will Rule the earth with excellence! 
It will be a rule of Love, Joy & Peace. 
All will fully aim at Christlikeness in this Kingdom. 
None allowed to cross in that lack Jesus. 

As Christians in this time— 
 The time just before all of these horrors—- 
 Be the Light.  56

 That means refract My Light to others by sharing the gospel of Jesus.  57

 Share the Good News that there is Hope.  58

 Share My Words from the Bible— 
  Especially after the uprising & then war. 
 People will be ready to hear. 
 Help spare as many as possible from what is to come just after the rapture. 
My People all just want to go home. 
But, by simply leaving— it is selfish. 
Yes, your life here will be over & where you will go will be immensely better. 
But what about those left? 
When their eyes & ears are opned—  59



 After I have done miracles through you— 
 My Willing Vessels… 
Refract My Light!  60

 Share Hope.  61

 Shelter the needy.  62

 Share My Love through My Son.  63

 Train the ½ Borns what Sanctification means & how to achieve it. 

This is Love.  64

To offer a way out. 
To offer Hope to those— 
 That would otherwise need to suffer in the darkest time the earth has seen. 

Refract My Light! 
Share the way to safety.  65

No one can come to Me but through Jesus.  66

No one can enter heaven without being Sanctified.  67

My Willing Vessels — 68

 Your time to come, will be the ultimate expression of Selflessness.  69

To share Hope in the Hopelessness.  70

To open the door for others when it is already guaranteed for yourself. 
To spare others from the darkness to come. 

This will take of your time. 
This will mean leaving your comforts. 
This will mean Trusting Me Fully.  71

But, the rewards will be great for those that do this. 
Rewards of Joy as you see another receive Me— 
 And Rewards in Heaven of which you do not yet know. 
Every choice on earth has the opportunity for blessings in heaven.  72

Chose well how you live. 
This is the only today you have. 
Live it to My Glory. 
Each day you have left on this earth is a gift. 
Use each day— 
 To learn more of Me. 
 To turn over your will to Me in Faith. 
 To listen to Me through the Holy Spirit. 
 To Obey My Words. 



Use each day, as I guide. 

When opportunities arise to share My Gospel with those who have finally come to the end of 
themselves and are ready to hear— 
 Do not delay— 
 Do not recoil! 
Share My Words of Hope from the Bible fast, far & wide. 
Time will be short to allow the Gospel to spread. 
Time will be short from the false end of the war until the choice must be made— 
 To choose for or against the false messiah. 
There will be no time for self. 
There will only be time to spread the Gospel and Provide for the people. 
You will be in full time ministry for a short time — 73

 If you are My Willing Vessel. 
 Prepare your hearts & minds. 
Learn now with all around you— 
 Put into practice selflessness.  74

 Allow others to go and do first. 
 Serve other people first.  75

 Seek Me & My Kingdom as your highest priority. 
 
The time is now. 
The time is here. 
The time to fill— 
 So when I open the ears of the ½ borns you can effectively refract My Light to them—   
  Giving them My Eternal Hope. 

Be like Christ. 
Be the Light of the World.  
Shine Truth, Hope & Safety to all in the dark. 
Be My Joy. 
Be My Servants.  76

This is what you were made for. 
You were destined for this exact time in history.  77

Stay laser focused on Me.  78

Together we will bring the Light of the Gospel to the ends of the earth. 
 
You are My Special Ones. 
I know life has not been as easy as previous generations. 
I know you have had to fight to stay Faithful. 
This is why you were chosen for this time.  79

You have the needed steadfastness for this time.  80

You have a full understanding of the people of this time that have yet to choose Me. 



These combined skills—  
 With full dependence on Me — 
 Will make you very useful vessels. 
Exhibit My Miracles on your behalf — 
 And your sharing how these are possible. 
This WILL change hearts & eternal destinies. 

Hold tight to Me through the difficulties to come. 
Watch as I provide & amaze you with My Blessings. 
Together we have this under control. 
Together we will over take the earth with My Light. 
The Light of the World! 

Rejoice! 

You have been appointed to this time for a purpose. 
Will life radically change? 
Yes. 
But will it be a huge blessing? 
Yes. 
Trust me. 
I have it all in the Palm of My Hand. 
When the people have an uprising & when the bombs fall— 
  Rejoice! 
 For your salvation is at hand! 
 Your soon rapture off this earth will be after these things.  81

The challenges should encourage mine to Hope for the nearing excitement. 
The ONLY generation to be raptured! 
Be My Light! 

God. 

1 Thess 5:4-6 But you brethren, are not in darkness, so that this Day should overtake you as a thief.  You 
are all sons of light and sons of the day. We are not of the night or darkness.  Therefore let us not sleep, 
as others do, but let us watch and be sober. 

1 Peter 2:9-10 But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own special 
people, that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous 
light; who once were not a people but are now the people of God, who had not obtained mercy but 
now have obtained mercy.  
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